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About Our Littles -

"Woman is not accomplished man, but diverse," says Tennyson, and being diverse, why should she not have her journal in which her divergent hopes, aims, and ambitions may have expression? Every nationality of belief, and every variety of bias in思想ed milieu itself with a printing-press, and gets its singularities turned about in type, but where is the printing-press champion of mankind's being half? There has hitherto been no trumpet through which the unresisting voice of womanhood could publish the surrenders and their opinions. Men legislate on divorce, on hours of labor, and many another question intimately affecting women, but neither ask nor know the voices of those whose lives and happiness are thus concerned. Being a tale might be told by women, and many a one-at-last given, even to the conscious male, which would materially strengthen and guide the march of law-making and benefactions upholding to be just and generous to weak and unperceived woman-kind.

More than in Dawn, the Australian Woman's voice will and must be heard.